
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Blue Stars Admissions Consulting Quick Reference 

 
Overview 
Blue Stars Admissions Consulting provides college readiness mentoring and admissions assistance to            
college, university, art-school, and grad-school applicants. We are especially proud of our track record of               
admission to top-tier universities and art schools including Stanford, Columbia, Caltech, UC Berkeley, and              
Rhode Island School of Design. View a complete list of recent acceptances here. 
 
Founded in 2010 by Dr. Amy Morgenstern (affectionately known as Dr. M), Blue Stars delivers its service                 
with distinctive energy and creativity. A former philosophy professor with an active writing and art practice,                
Dr. M guides her team in a high-performance, life-coaching style of counseling that leads to profound                
personal growth. We invite you to see what former clients have said in their testimonials about our work                  
together! 
 
Blue Stars Certified Counselors and Editors 
Dr. Morgenstern’s highly-disciplined practice as an educator and artist informs her approach to building a               
close-knit, collaborative team. All team members participate in a multi-year certification program in order              
to master the nuances of Dr. M’s highly rigorous and visionary methodology. Because Dr. M forms                
customized teams for each family, parents and students benefit from increased personal attention and a               
more dynamic experience. As a result, the process feels much less stressful.  
 
Services 
Blue Stars offers 2 basic types of services:  
 

1. College Planning/Teen Life Coaching for 9th-11th graders  
2. Admissions for 11th-12th graders and post-graduates  

 
There are a variety of specific services under each umbrella, as detailed on our website. 
 
Getting Started 

Step 1: Free Phone Consultation - Discovery Session (for parents) 
Our intake process starts with a 30-minute phone consultation called a Discovery Session. Here, we               
learn about a student’s needs, provide an introduction to our services and working style, and consider                
a Strategy Consultation.  

 
Step 2: Introductory Session - Strategy Consultation (for student and parents) 
The Strategy Consultation can be conducted via video chat or in person. About 1.5 hours, it consists                 
of an exhaustive review of a student’s profile, a brainstorming session on how to add value to the                  
profile, a discussion of how Blue Stars can best serve the student, and a follow-up report with                 
customized recommendations. The fee for an in-person session at our Menlo Park or San Francisco               
locations is $500; video consultations are $375. Should the family enroll in our services, the fee will                 
be deducted from their package price if over $5,000. 
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Student and Parent Testimonials 
 
Parents’ messages to the Blue Stars team: 
 

“I recommend Blue Stars with my full enthusiasm! In the past 3 years, not only has my                 
daughter had regular one-on-one meetings with Dr. M for her academic work and             
extracurricular activities, but with Dr. M’s support she has also developed key interests             
and intellectual curiosities. The college planning service my daughter participated in at            
Blue Stars has made a significant impact on her success both in and outside of               
class, and got her to where she is today as a senior in high school. Overall, my                 
experience with Dr. M and her team at Blue Stars has been very positive. We very much                 
appreciated the guidance, support and help they’ve given to our daughter.” 
 

_________________________ 
 
 

“Seeking the guidance of Blue Stars Admissions Consulting was the best thing I could’ve              
done for my child, who will be heading to his dream school this fall! Working with Blue                 
Stars was such a positive experience, and the admissions results exceeded all of our              
expectations. Of the thirteen colleges my son applied to, he was accepted to eleven              
schools, including ALL FIVE of the highly selective, reach schools he applied to. In              
addition, six colleges awarded him merit scholarships ranging from $24,000 to $80,000            
over the course of four years. Simply put, we were blown away. If there is one piece of                  
advice I would give to other parents, it is to start the process as early as possible.” 

 
 
A student’s message about Dr. M: 
 

“When I first started working with Dr. M at the end of sophomore year, I was quite                 
skeptical of college counseling and was afraid of being forced into a mold. Dr. M               
completely shattered these misgivings. Rather than telling me what to do/who to be, Dr.              
M challenged me to search for what I personally found fascinating and fulfilling, and              
helped me nurture these passions. Rather than solely preparing my resume for college,             
Dr. M prepared my mind for the endless possibilities of learning and empowered me to               
pursue those topics that most excite me…Thanks to her guidance, I am excited to say               
that I will be attending Stanford University in the fall!” 
 
  

 
 

If you’d like to find out more, book a free introductory meeting 
with a Blue Stars counselor today! 
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